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Purple - Dim+
Pink or Gray - Dim-

Red - To Fixture+
Black - To Fixture-

Black - Hot
White - Neutral
Green - Ground
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PREPARATION
1.     Shut off  the power at the circuit breaker and remove existing fixture, including the crossbar. 
2.     Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts on a clear area. Be careful not to lose any small parts necessary for installation. 

MOUNTING THE FIXTURE (Fig. 1) 
3.     Remove the mounting screw (B) and rubber gasket(C) from the wall plate. 
4.     Remove the two screws (F) and spring washers (G) on the back plate which is unglued side,  loosen but do not remove the middle two screws.
5.     Turn the fixture body B outward until you can put the crystal into the fixture body A and B. Secure the back plate screws and spring washers  
          when the crystal is fasten between two fixture bodies.
6.      The fixture can switch between three color temperatures (3000K-3500K-4000K), which can be adjusted to your preference with the switch in  
         the back plate (Fig.5). 
7.     Drill holes in the wall aligned with the key holes located in the wall plate. Insert the plastic anchors (D). 
8.     First, secure the wall plate to the junction box using the original junction box screws. Second, fasten the wall plate to the wall using plastic    
         anchor (D) and anchor screw (E). 
          (i)  It is recommended to use only original junction box screws or replacements provided by junction box manufacturer. 
          (ii) The side of the wall plate marked “GND” must face out, towards the installer. 

CONNECTING THE WIRES (Fig. 2) 
9.     Connect the driver’s input wires to the junction box wires (Fig. 2) using wire connectors (A) provided. Ensure all wire connectors are secure.  
         Connect the fixture’s ground wire to the ground in the junction box; this will be either a green wire or a bare copper wire. After fixture is  
         wired  to house wires, tuck wires carefully inside the junction box. 

DIMMING WIRING INFORMATION (Fig. 3)

10.   This fixture features electronic low voltage (ELV or TRAIC) or 0-10V dimming capabilities. See notes below for dimming wires information.
          (i)   To utilize ELV or TRAIC dimming: use wires black (live), white (neutral) and house green wire or  bare copper wire (ground). 
                 Do not use dimmer wires on driver for ELV or TRAIC dimming. 
          (ii)  To utilize 0-10V dimming: use wires purple (dim+), Pink or gray (dim-) from driver and connect to corresponding wires in junction box.

NOTE: Make sure to connect 0-10V prior to power-up the  fixture in order to allow the 0-10V dimming to function properly. 
COMPLETING THE INSTALLATION 
11.   Secure the fixture to the wall plate using the mounting screw (B) and rubber gasket(C).
12.   To prevent moisture from entering the outlet box and causing a short, use clear caulking(i.e.indoor/outdoor silicone sealant) to outline the   
         outside of fixture back plate where it meets the wall. Leave a space at the bottom to allow mositure to escape Fig.4.

MAINTENANCE NOTE: Coastal conditions may cause mineral and residue build-up on the fixture. We recommend that customers in coastal
areas clean all external surfaces of the fixture once every two weeks with a wet cloth.
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